Leveraging media to grow and optimize personalized,
customer-first campaigns for connecting and humanizing
the evolved customer experiences in a new virtual world.

Pentair, a global industrial company that delivers sustainable water solutions to residential and commercial customers
around the world, like many corporations, saw a shift in consumer behaviors as result of the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic.
With the Covid-19 pandemic beginning to heavily affect consumer behavior just weeks before the Q2 launch of 2020’s
campaign, the R2i team leveraged its long-term relationship and knowledge of Pentair’s business goals to ensure the
launch of new, creative and efficient growth strategies.
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Challenge

Having implemented several consumer-facing, national campaigns on
behalf of Pentair, the biggest change and challenge facing teams was
to reduce waste and target key geographies for maximizing ROI.
Pentair sought to not only increase conversions, or pool rebates,
by 20% YoY, without capacity to increase overall budgets, but also
needed to expand their existing media campaign product variety.
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Solution: Phase One
NEWFOUND DATA TRANSPARENCY

R2i executed a strategic ‘data-driven reset,’ further examining
geographic insights. By gaining insight to internal rebate data, R2i
was able to ‘cut the waste.’ Paired with audits of past campaigns,
and review of national rebate data, R2i unveiled 74% of Pentair’s
conversions, stemmed from 49% of the country, narrowing where
media dollar ROI was strongest.
As a result, a 3-tiered media strategy was erected, ranking where
the top 25 states rebate redemptions derived from, and then
subsequently narrowing in on the largest players of the top 25. The
strategy was then further refined by layering in granular segmentation
as it related to effective reach and targeting audiences, thereby
casting a wider net of individuals possessing pools, searching for
pools, and additionally leveraging 3rd party data, overall search habits
and programmatic data to maximize impact.
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Solution: Phase Two

ESTABLISHING MEDIA-AGENCY OF RECORD

In addition to Paid Search, R2i leveraged Paid Social, Display and
YouTube for driving awareness and engagement to tell the Pentair story
to new potential consumers.
As the nation progressed through the pandemic, R2i expressed
caution and cognizance of campaign content and imagery being
placed into market, using only images that abided by CDC social
distancing guidelines.
Added mid-campaign initiatives included:
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•

Local Find a Dealer

•

Pop-up Email Subscription Forms

•

Multiple Congruent Media Campaigns

•

Ongoing, Quick Response Creative Testing

Impact

HUMANIZING THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

R2i’s combination of media and strategy optimizations throughout 2020 campaigns enabled Pentair to maintaining
the same media budget YoY and surpass their aggressive goals:

EXCEEDED REBATE SUBMISSION GOAL BY 10%
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increase in SEM conversions

Additionally, by closely observing consumer behaviors as well as what ads resonated in each targeted geo market,
R2i maximized Pentair’s allocated ad spend well beyond their traditional pool products and into their sanitation and
disinfection products.

